The frozen menace
Dragonbreath #11
by Ursula Vernon

The fingertips of Duncan Dorfman
by Meg Wolitzer

GRAPHIC NOVEL: ALL AGES

JFIC WOLITZER

Danny Dragonbreath travels to the farthest North to
find a way to relight his fire before it's too late.
Ages 5-9

Diary of a wimpy kid : old school
by Jeff Kinney
JFIC KINNEY
Life was better in the old days. Or was it? That's the
question Greg Heffley is asking as his town voluntarily
unplugs and goes electronics-free. But modern life has
its conveniences, and Greg isn't cut out for an oldfashioned world. With tension building inside and
outside the Heffley home, will Greg find a way to
survive? Ages 8-12

Lulu and the duck in the park
(Lulu #1)
by Hilary McKay
EJF MCKAY
Lulu, who loves animals, brings an abandoned duck
egg to school, even though her teacher has banned
Lulu from bringing animals to school ever again.
Ages 7-9

FUNNY
fiction!!

Twelve-year-olds Duncan Dorfman, April Blunt, and
Nate Saviano meet at the Youth Scrabble Tournament
where, although each has a different reason for
attending and for needing to win, they realize that
something more important is at stake than the grand
prize. Ages 9-14

Better Nate than ever
by Tim Federle

JFIC FEDERLE
An eighth-grader who dreams of performing in a
Broadway musical concocts a plan to run away to New
York and audition for the role of Elliot in the musical
version of "E.T." Ages 8-13

Camp wild survival
(Just Jake #3)
by Jake Marcionette
JFIC MARCIONETTE
When his dad takes him and his sister to Camp Wild
Survival during summer break, Jake Mathews and his
family find themselves in some harrowing, hilarious
situations. Ages 9-12

Marple Public Library
2599 Sproul Road Broomall, PA
610-356-1510
www.marplelibrary.org

The last kids on Earth
by Max Brallier & Douglas Holgate

I'm an alien and I want to go home
by Jo Franklin

The terrible two get worse
by Mac Barnett

JE BRAILLER

JFIC FRANKLIN

JE BARNETT

After a monster apocalypse hits town, average
thirteen-year-old Jack Sullivan builds a team of friends
to help slay the eerily intelligent monster known as
Blarg. Ages 8-12

Daniel has only two friends, is unusually tall, is picked
on by teachers, and does not look like anyone else in
his family, so when he learns his mom saved a
newspaper clipping about a meteor that landed nearby
on his birthday, he embraces his pretend alien heritage
and launches a mission with his two friends to return to
his home planet. Ages 9-12

Friends and pranking partners Miles and Niles face a
tough challenge when their favorite goat and nemesis,
Principal Barkin, is replaced by his stern, no-nonsense
father, Former Principal Barkin, who turns the school
into boot camp. Ages 7-11

The Tapper twins tear up New York
(The Tapper Twins #2)
by Geoff Rodkey

JE RODKEY
In oral history that reports, through transcribed
recordings, text messages, photographs, illustrations,
screenshots, and more, on the First (and last) Annual
Culvert Prep Middle School Scavenger Hunt For Charity,
and the adventures of twelve-year-old twins Reese and
Claudia Tapper as their highly competitive teams scour
New York for treasure. Ages 10-12

The three little pugs
(Princess Pink and the Land of Fake-Believe 3.)
by Noah Z. Jones

EJF JONES
In the Land of Fake-Believe the Three Little Pugs' used
car business has sold Scaredy-Pants Wolf a lemon
(literally) instead of a delivery van, so Princess Pink
gets an opportunity to use her karate moves to get
Wolf's money back--and set the Pugs on the straightand-narrow path to business success.
Ages 6-8

The troll who cried wolf
(Life of Zarf #2)
by Rob Harrell

JFIC HARRELL
Fractured fairy tales meet modern day middle school
when Zarf's unpopular troll social status becomes the
least of his problems as a gang of wolves seeking
revenge for the constant disgrace they have suffered
over the years kidnaps Kevin, one of Zarf's best
friends. Ages 10-12

Class dismissed
by Allan Woodrow

JFIC WOODROW
Class 507 is terrible, and one day, after a particularly
disastrous science experiment, Ms. Bryce quits and
walks out in the middle of class, and the school office
never finds out--at first all the fifth graders enjoy
goofing off, but after a few days that starts getting
boring, and the students begin to realize that school
without a teacher is not easy, cooperating is difficult,
and keeping a secret is harder than they thought.
Ages 8-12

The League of Unexceptional Children
by Gitty Daneshvari

JFIC DANESHVARI
Evanston, Virginia, twelve-year-olds Jonathan Murray
and Shelley Brown are completely average and
forgettable until they are recruited to help the League
of Unexceptional Children save the Vice President of
the United States, who has been kidnapped along with
an important code. Ages 8-12

Sanitized for your protection
(Timmy Failure #4)
by Stephan Pastis

JFIC PASTIS
In this fourth book of Timmy Failure's memoirs, Timmy
is forced to take his investigation into stolen charity
funds on the road when his mother forces him to help
her boyfriend move to Chicago. They are on the road in
a cross-country trip that includes Timmy's mom, Total
the polar bear, Doorman Dave, and criminal
mastermind Molly Moskins. It's a world gone mad,
where good becomes bad, and Timmy Failure is a
condemned man. Ages 8-12

